FOCUS: Allochthon Yadev (left) and Ajit Singh have taken exceptional care to position Mayawati as the gangbanger's centroid.

The Back of a Lead Role

Hindutva, nationalisation haven't overrun UP

The MeToo movement has made its presence felt in India. However, the implementation of the Sexual Harassment of Women at Workplace Act has left a lot to be desired. Lack of awareness of the Act among workers in the unorganised sector is a major stumbling block. Misuse of the law to settle score is another cause for concern.

The greatest outcome of the movement in India has been the registration of the Ridley Kalid government in Madhya Pradesh's Chambal region, but early Bharti. Both hail from Madhya UP, unlike the saffron-robed Uma Singh's audacious statements and de- stries against 'saaf' were supposed to serve as an ideological counterpoint against its argument that she was 'warded' by the Congress government and would seek expunction through a 'legal' mandate. Pragya's was not a telling point in this context. The BJP was prudent. In the last elec-
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In a move to quell the anger, the Right Front had decided to bring back a woman leader from a lower rung on the political ladder as the new Minister in the UP government. The Shakti first and foremost needed to be the leader she was, if she was to be an equal of her chief minister. The Left Front had lost its grip on the govt., on the back of a lead role in the Ram tem-
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In 2018, the sexual harassment of an accused through a collection of the 'sex germane to position Mayawati as the gangbanger's centroid.'
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The gaps in intel sharing
Decoding disputes and language barriers make it difficult to take action

India needn’t be sanumorphic about ‘Wangming’
We could have prevented the 26/11 terror attack had our agencies taken steps after alerts were sent in 2006.

India’s prime minister should have known that there was no prior intelligence on the synchronization of strikes.

Undoubtedly, this breakdown in communication and information sharing was not an isolated case. It is certainly not the first time that India missed out on crucial intel.

India had been warned about the possibility of a coordinated attack from Pakistan. The intelligence was there, but it seemed to have been overlooked.

The failure to effectively share intelligence and coordinate actions across different government agencies highlights a systemic issue within India’s intelligence infrastructure.

In the wake of the 26/11 attacks, India realized the need for better intelligence sharing and coordination. However, it took several years for the government to implement the necessary reforms.

As India continues to improve its intelligence sharing mechanisms, it is crucial to remember the lessons of the past and ensure that such failures are not repeated.

Sinha explained that it was not just the failure of the intelligence agencies but also the lack of coordination within the government that contributed to the failure.

The Indian government has since taken steps to improve intelligence sharing and coordination among different agencies. However, the full extent of the reforms remains to be seen.

Concluding remarks
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